
Loading Dock 
Sectional Doors
Loading Dock Solutions
Raynor Garage Doors has a number of solutions to complement any dock position needing a sectional overhead door.  Choose from a 
variety of styles including, Pan Doors, Pan Doors with Insulation, and Steel Two Sided Sectional doors.  All models in the program are 
available in stock sizes covering the most common opening sizes and feature heavy duty Raynor hardware including diamond hinges and 
full angle mount hardware.

Heavy Duty Hardware
Featuring heavy duty  hardware engineered to exacting Raynor standards to handle high traffic loading dock areas. 

Quick Shipping
Quick shipping with stock program for Dock door positions gets the door you need quickly.

Security
Raynor Garage Doors utilize high quality components and durable steel gauges in every door.
Posi-Lock spring loaded locking mechanism ensures lock doors stay locked.
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ControlHoist™ Standard
Rated for 30 cycles per hour, choose the belt-
drive ControlHoist STANDARD operator, ideal 
for standard to larger size sectional and rolling 
doors.  Available in trolley or jackshaft, with or 
without a hoist, in 1/3 and 1/2 horsepower 
units, at 115/230 volt single phase or 230/460 
volt three phase.

Diamond Hinges
Raynor Diamond Hinges add  an additional 
vertical fastening point to the hardware fastening 
system.  This additional fastening point spreads 
the load across the diamond hinge providing 
increased strength and durability.  Diamond 
hinges are standard for all Raynor edge and 
center hinges.

ControlHoist™ Basic
Rated for 10 cycles per hour, ControlHoist BASIC 
belt-drive operators are perfect for operating 
smaller-sized sectional or rolling steel doors.  
Still loaded with easy-to-set features, this 1/2 
horsepower unit is perfect for most commercial 
applications.  115/230 volt.

Spring Loaded Lock
Spring loaded slide lock ensures that entry 
cannot be gained when door panel is flexed.  
Doors are safely locked with the 6” long heavy 
duty lock bar.  With spring loaded construction 
and 1/4” thick slide, the lock is designed for 
security and durability. 

Choose the Door That Meets Your Application

Raynor Commercial Operators

Security and Durability

Stock Program

Series 
Model

Opening 
Width

Opening 
Height

Construction
Insulation 
(R-Value)

Surface 
Texture

Section 
Thickness

Exterior Steel 
Thickness

End/
Center 

Stile Steel 
Thickness

Section 
Joint

Exterior 
Colors

Section Limited 
Warranty

DDS24C 8’, 9’, 10’ 8’, 9’, 10’ Steel Pan N/A
Smooth 
(Ribbed)

2”
24-Gauge
Nominal

16-Gauge
Tongue & 
Groove

White
10-Year

(Rust-through)

DDS24 8’, 9’, 10’ 8’, 9’, 10’
Steel Pan with 

Insulation
Polystyrene 

(7.70)
Smooth 
(Ribbed)

2” 24-Gauge 16-Gauge
Tongue & 
Groove

White
10-Year

(Rust-through)

DDTC200 8’, 9’, 10’ 8’, 9’, 10’
Steel

Two Sided

Expanded 
Polystyrene 

(10.25)
Stucco 2”

26-Gauge 
26-Gauge

18-Gauge Ship Lap White
10-Year

(Rust-through and 
Delamination)

*Additional sizes, colors and options available.
**All doors come standard with 2” vertical lift angle mounted track


